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AbstractOne of the texts studied by eleventh-grade students is analytical exposition text, andthey are asked to produce the analytical exposition text by themselves. However,they faced some difficulties that impede their teaching and learning of making theanalytical exposition text. This research aimed to design Materials of WritingAnalytical Exposition Text (MOWAET) as a supplementary teaching material tosupport teaching and learning analytical exposition text. This research wasdevelopmental research and applied ADDIE as the procedure to design thematerials. Still, there were only three implemented phases in this research:analyzing, designing, and developing. MOWAET was the completed design productfor teaching-learning analytical exposition text. To do the analyzing phase,theresearcher interviewed an English teacher of SMA Negeri 4 Pontianak. MOWAETwas created by using PowerPoint and Animaker as the supporting software. Theresearcher used an internal evaluation to ensure that the product is usable in thedevelopment phase. The internal evaluation phase showed that MOWAET met all thecriteria, including the objectives, the content, and the media option. In conclusion,itwas found thatthe materials of writing analytical exposition text (MOWAET) areusable to support teaching and learning analytical exposition text.
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INTRODUCTIONEnglish is the language that has been recognized and agreed to its position as aninternational language. It is an introductory language that is widely used in manyaspects. As a foreign language, students need to master four balanced English skills.They are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Writing is an activity where thewriters pour their ideas, thoughts, suggestions, or feelings into written form. It is one ofthe productive skills that students use to express their feeling or ideas.According toRatnaningsih (2016), writing is not only writing a sentence, but it is an activity ofproducing a text in a context. It means that besides having the skills while writing, thelearners should take place within a context.One of the texts studied by eleventh-grade students is AnalyticalExposition Text. Itis a text which evaluates a topic critically but focuses only on one side of the arguments.In the 2013curriculum, this material's learning objectivesexpect students to makeanalytical exposition by themselves. Then ultimately, students have to convey thecontents of the text by giving a speech. Nevertheless, they faced some difficulties whileproducing the text.
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The researcher found that students were less enthusiastic about learning analyticalexposition text. It could be seen when the teacher explained the materials, the studentswere busy themselves, not paying attention to the teacher's explanation – coupled withthe schedule of English subjects that were placed during the day. It was becausestudents were not involved in the learning process, and the activity was only done bygiving a speech. Students would not listen and focus on learning due to sleepiness wasalso one of the reasons.Teaching material also became one reason why students did not pay muchattention to the learning process. While teaching the students, the teacher only usedStudent Worksheet (LKS), in which the book only provided brief information related tothe learning material that they would learn. For example, the Students Worksheetprovided the generic structure of analytical exposition text, but it did not give furtherexplanation and examples for each point of generic structures; it only offered a list ofgeneric structures in general. The exercises provided were also limited, especially forwriting exercises,and it was for one full semester. There was no other supplementary oradditional teaching material to increase students' comprehension of the material andsupporting the learning process. Meanwhile, when delivering the material, the teachersneed something to attract student's attention towards the material and involve studentsin the teaching-learning activity. Thus, the learning process needed is a learning processthat can excite students; in other words, the teaching-learning activity is not dull andpractical for the teacher and the students.Therefore, technology comes for the solution with its benefit. According to Ang andMohammad (2014), technology had improved learning in terms of efficiency, flexibilitythrough multidimensional approach, and learner performance; hence, the learner hasaccess to a larger quantity and better quality of information. Teaching and learningactivity becomes more effective and efficient with the help of technology. In some cases,the use of technology also makes students more enthusiastic about learning. It makespresenting the material more accessible, and the use of media in the teaching andlearning process makes it more fun.The development of technology helps learning media become more comfortable touse. The use of media in learning can help students understand something abstract to beconcrete, and something becomes easy. It can also stimulate thoughts, feelings,attention, and learning skill to encourage a more effective learning process. Based onJoshi (2012), using print, film, and Internet as resources for studying provides studentswith opportunities to gather information through stimuli that will stimulate theirimaginations, engage their interest, and introduce them to the raw materials for analysisand interpretation of both language and context. However, technology development isnot accompanied by increased human resources in utilizing technology, especially inteaching-learning activities. Some teachers prefer the conventional way of teaching andlearning activity. The researcher found that technological development was notaccompanied by some teachers' ability to utilize the existing technology; they were rareto use any technical media to support their teaching-learning process.Therefore, to exploit the existing technology, the researchers decided to make ateaching material to solve the problems by using PowerPoint. Multimedia is one of themedia that is often used as a medium of learning. It is a means of media throughcomputers that present sound, text, animation, audio, and video. Powerpoint is one ofthe features available for a media presentation by using several existing slides. This
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application is much simplified and widely used by various groups, both students andpeople with other occupations, even though its existence is long enough, but noteveryone can use it well. However, PowerPoint can still efficiently operate for peoplewho do not know how to create any media through this application.Concerning the use of multimedia (PowerPoint) as a learning medium, otherresearches conducted by Ramadanti, Salam, and Arifin (2016) and Maulana, Ikhsanudin,and Wardah (2019) found that the use of PowerPoint was beneficial in teaching andlearning, and it could improve students' interest and motivation in learning. Ramadanti,et al. (2016) developed The PAT Alphabet to support teaching writing descriptive text,whereas Maulana, et al. (2019) developed The E-PON to teach narrative text in SeniorHigh School. The studies' findings revealed that PowerPoint could help students solveproblems encountered during the text learning process. It also helped teachers enrichlearning material related to existing topics and strongly supports teaching and learningactivities rather than using books alone.The researcher attempts to make teaching materials to help teachers and studentsin teaching-learning activity from the explanation above. When the two previous studiesfocused on descriptive and narrative text, this research focused on analytical expositiontext and writing skills. The researcher designed the material called "Materials ofAnalytical Exposition Text (MOWAET)." This material intends to support the teachingand learning process to become easier and bring them into a new atmosphere inlearning analytical exposition text. The researcher used ADDIE by Branch (2009) tocreate the materials, but this research only used three steps of ADDIE, which areanalyzing, designing, and developing.
METHODThe researcher used Research and Development method to develop a new productto solve the problem.  The researcher used ADDIE as the design model. It is proposed byBranch (2009). ADDIE consists of five steps, namely analyzing, designing, developing,implementing, and evaluating. However, the researcher only used three ADDIE steps,which were analyzing, designing, and developing.Analyzing was the first step to develop the product. It was a stage recognizing thepossibility of the causes of the performance gap in the learning process (Branch, 2009).In this stage, the researcher interviewed the teacher and observed the students. Theresearcher used an unstructured - interview. It was conducted to get information aboutthe teacher's needs, problems, and facilities used in the teaching-learning process. Thedetails were about the current issues of teaching and learning, the syllabus, the availableteaching materials, instructional tools in the teaching of analytical exposition text, andthe writing mastery of the eleventh-grade students.In the analyzing phase, the first step that the researcher did was, analyzed the bookused by the teacher and the students, which was "Belajar Praktis Bahasa Inggris by VivaPakarindo." In the second step, to gather information about teaching and learning inwriting activities, the researcher collected some data through interviewed the Englishteacher. After that, the researcher coded the interview result and developed therequirement based on the need for supplementary teaching materials. After that, theresearcher designed the criteria that included the requirement of appropriate materialto do an internal evaluation in the development phase.
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The design stepbased on the interview results and the book analyzed as theguideline for developing and managing the product. The researcher used the theory byRichards and Rodgers (2001) in the designing phase in the language teaching process:(a) the objectives of the method; (b) the types of learning tasks and teaching activities;(c) the role of the learners; (d) the teachers’ roles; and (e) theinstructional material’sroles. Core competencies have become a consideration that underlies the teaching ofEnglish at senior high school. In the designing process, the researcher created thematerials by selecting and adapting the materials from the internet, and the researchermade some materials. Some materials outside the book have been added to complete theactivities.The researcher designed a flow chart to draw the flow and sequence of theproduct.The researcher has drawn up criteria that include the requirements ofappropriate materials to carry out an internal evaluation during the developmentprocess.The researcher used a Powerpoint presentation and the Animaker website todevelop the supplementary teaching materials. According to Branch (2009), the designphase aims to verify the designed performances and appropriate testing methods. Thedesign process should answer whether it is possible to use the product designed or notto solve this study's problem.Developing was the last step used in this research. Three stages have beenperformed in this phase. The first step was collecting materials such as texts, pictures,animation, audio, and props. After finishing collecting the materials and the productcomponents, the next step was integrating them into materials of writing analyticalexposition text (MOWAET) using PowerPoint. After that, the researcher created thelistening audio by using the website "Animaker." The last step was the internalevaluation. The internal evaluation was the most decisive step of the phase. According toHarvey (2004), internal evaluation is a process of a quality review undertaken within aninstitution for its ends (with or without external peers' involvement). The researcherchecked and observed the product to ensure thatthe product fulfills all aspects of thecriteria.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ResultTo get information about the eleventh-grade students' characteristics, includingtheir needs, the researcher conducted a need survey. The need survey was achievedthrough the English teacher's interview as the one who closes with the students. Theresulting interview data are; (1)The students were not interested and lacked attentionduring the learning process. (2)The students had difficulties in writing analyticalexposition text following the structures of the text. (3)The eleventh-grade students'writing ability was below average. (4)Defective materials in the teaching process. (5)TheMaterials of Analytical Exposition Text (MOWAET) would help encourage the studentsto learn analytical exposition text and give students a more entertaining way.In conclusion, the book's materials were not sufficiently comprehensive for theteacher and the students, as there was only a brief explanation of the analyticalexposition text and a few exercises. It was necessary to find new and fun materials to betaught in the classroom to draw the students' attention. The curriculum also needed newsupporting teaching materials and help the students in learning analytical expositiontext.
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The researcher developed this product to address students' analytical expositiontext needs of eleventh grade in the teaching and learning process. During this phase, theresearcher collected more comprehensive materials from internet literature, books, etc.The next step was developing. The researcher began developing the product using thesoftware chosen from the previous phase. The software used was "Microsoft PowerPoint2013" and "Animaker." The process of the developing phase consisted of developing,internalevaluation, small-scale implementation, and revision.

Picture 1. Developing ProcessUpon designing the product, the researcher decided whether or not the productmet the criteria. The researcher did the internal evaluation to ensureno bias; theresearcher implemented the product with a small group of participants. The participantswere ten 8th semester students of the English Education Study Program.The first thing that the researcher did was working with Microsoft Powerpoint2013. Powerpoint provided many background styles in the theme to be chosen. Theprops also were made in line with the appropriateness of teaching and learning stuff.Besides, the researcher took the props from other sources. Powerpoint also providedmany features to help the researcher design the MOWAET. It made the researcher morecomfortable in creating MOWAET.

Picture 2. Working with Microsoft Powerpoint 2013 for BackgroundDuring this process, the researcher also edited the movement of the texts andslides. Adding some pictures to complete the visual of the slide was also done by theresearcher.After designing the background and adding the slides and text's movement,the researcher inserted the materials and chose several fonts.The fonts were readableand nice-looking, and also the choice of many fonts aimed to make the text on the slidenot monotonous, were the reasons why the researcher used it in the MOWAET.After the researcher finished the teaching material parts, the researcher workedwith the texts' audio. The replenishment of audio aimed to be part of the listeningpractice. To create the voice, the researcher used "Animaker" with the Animaker voicefeature by inserting the text in the provided clipboard and edited it before downloading

DEVELOP SMALL-SCALE IMPLEMENTATION REVISEINTERNAL
EVALUATION

FINISH
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the audio. In this process, the researcher altered the audio by adjusting the speed, pitch,and volume, and also the voice's gender. Besides that, the user could choose six levels forthe level of speed, pitch, and volume.

Picture 3. Working withAnimaker for AudioThe researcher did an internal evaluation to ensure that the product is usable.Branch (2009) stated that reasonable learning goals should reflect the reality in whichstudents will be expected to perform. They should maintain a high degree of unitybetween the learning space and the place where actual tasks are completed. Moreover,the researcher developed the product and the internal evaluation phase was conducted.The researcher measured the product's usability by using criteria that have been madein the designing phase. The researcher evaluated and observed the product objectivelyby using these criteria.Based on the first internal evaluation result, the researcher found some problemswith the product. The first one was the materials were not well organized andstructured. To make the teacher more comfortablepresenting the material with a propersequence, the researcher changed the home menu with three main menus: materials,exercises, and the user's guide. Some buttons were not working well, and the text usedin the product was not visible. When the researcher asked the ten 8th students of theEnglish Study Program, they said that some buttons could not work, and there was sometext changed from the original form of the product. So the researcher also revised forthat problem. Table 1. The Final Result of Internal Evaluation
No. Criterion/Aspects Yes No

1. The materials support and relate to the 2013 curriculum √
2. The level of difficulty is appropriate for the students √
3. The exercises and activities are based on the learning objectives √
4. The teaching media do not show any bias (social, belief system, gender,etc.) √
5. The materials are well organized and structured √
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6. All the contents are grammatical √
7. The materials are focus on analytical exposition text √
8. The buttons are consistent and structured √
9. The text used in the multimedia is visible √

10. Volume and quality of sound are clear √
11. Visuals are appropriate and clear √
12. The buttons are working well √
13. There is a user's guide √
14. There is a booklet of the product √

DiscussionEncouraging the eleventh-grade students to learn the analytical exposition textusing suitable instructional resources has become a teacher's obligation in the teachingand learning process.Unfortunately, based on the interview result with the Englishteacher in the analyzing phase, there were some problems during the classroomteaching process. The problem was that the student's participation and motivation in theteaching and learning process were meager and uneven. It made the eleventh-gradestudents' writing mastery, especially in writing analytical exposition text, was still belowaverage. Moreover, the teachers' teaching sources were not completed enough tosupport the teaching process and encourage them to learn.In line with the problem found in the analyzing phase, Andresen and Brink (2013)bring up Multimedia that combines pictures, sound, video, animation, and simulations oflearning material are more appealing to many forms of learning, as some students willgain more from learning by reading, some by listening, some by watching, and so on.They became the researcher's incentives to design materials of writing analyticalexposition text (MOWAET) as supplementary teaching materials to support the teachingand learning process.In designing appropriate multimedia instruction, Reddi and Misra (2003) pointoutseveral elements that must be considered by the researcher: they were the objectives,the content, media options, and the evaluation option. The first element was the need tospecify the objectives of the materials of analytical exposition text. This researcher'sdomain objective was to provide eleventh-grade students with enjoyable supplementaryteaching materials for learning analytical exposition text and alternative additionalteaching materials based on the syllabus.The researcher also confirmed the supplementary teaching materials with the2013 curriculum used by the target school. Following that, the researcher found that onseveral competencies in designing the materials of analytical exposition text. In the firstcompetency, the students were able to capture the contextual meaning of socialfunctions, the text's structure, and the linguistic element of the oral and written
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analytical exposition related to the actual issue. The second competency was thestudents were able to compose the text of the written analytical exposition, associatedwith the real problem, concerning social functions, text structures, and the linguisticelements, correctly and in context. Conforming the supplementary teaching materialwas a fundamental part of this research because it showed the objectives that had to beachieved.Contents of the designed materials of writing analytical exposition text were thesecond element. This study's content was created to support the analytical expositiontext learning and teaching process of the scientific approach in the 2013 curriculum.Besides, the content must adjust to the student's level of learning. The materials in theMOWAET were designed in a more accessible format and interesting for eleventh-gradestudents. Adjusting the materials with the student's level of English learning abilitywould help them not feel a burden in learning analytical exposition text. Besides, thematerials also must in line with the learning objective and the teacher's need.The third element wasmedia options. It was necessary to choose the correct mediato achieve the learning objectives by using multimedia that integrates audio, animation,etc.According to Akrim(2018),the proper learning media in the teaching andlearningprocess will produce a satisfactory outputincluding the change in the behavior ofstudents.For this research, the researcher decided to develop a product that wouldincorporate audio and animation to support teaching and learning the materials. Theresearcher chose to use two software to create the product, and it was focused on thefunctionality of the software itself. The first software was "Microsoft PowerPoint," a kindof interactive presentation consisting of text, graphics, pictures, sounds, and videos thatcan be used to communicate content in the teaching and learning process. This softwarealso included many tools to create a good slide, which could be paired with othersoftware, helping develop the product. The researcher would also be able to edit eachslide of the sample before exporting it to an entire electronic presentation. The othersoftware was "Animaker," a Text-To-Speech (TTS) website that allowed the user tocreate voices from words or texts entered. The researcher used this software toestablish an external voice over the electronic presentation. In this research, theresearcher used the internal evaluation. The researcher used an internal evaluation toidentify the usability of this electronic presentation to the user.This research's difficulties were to present the materials as simply as possible butdo not diminish the original one's real meaning. It was not less explanation from thetextbook used. This product was created to make a new teaching source for students andmake the circumstance of learning interesting and exciting, so the materials presentedshould not be the same as the textbook that they used, although the materials were thesame.However, despite the difficulties faced, this product's strength is the animatedvisual that makes students interested in learning the materials. It could attract student'sattention better than just an abstract word. The visual of the product is contrast andvisible. No text is sized less than 12 to make the students more comfortable seeing everycontent in the product. The text and the button is working well to go to the wantedmaterials. The product's materials also provided another explanation when the textbookdid not, so the students could easily understand the materials.
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Nonetheless, there is some limitation on this product. There are only two kinds ofexercises supporting writing practices: the exercise of analytical exposition textstructure and writing analytical exposition text. Even these exercises are enough to helpthe students write their analytical exposition text, but it will be better for the materialsto have many kinds of writing exercises. Different writing exercises will help them seedifferent ways to write analytical exposition text, whether it is based on the genericstructure, language feature, or other elements that include writing analytical expositiontext.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
ConclusionRegarding the research finding, the researcher encapsulated the conclusion of theresearch. The Materials of Writing Analytical Exposition Text (MOWAET) are usable sotheycan be applied in the classroom to support teaching and learning analyticalexposition text proven by the final evaluation of the MOWAET which washad no reasonsto carry out a formative revision. The three kinds of exercises of MOWAET, such asmultiple-choice, the exercises of structure, and the exercises of writing analyticalexposition text can help the student to achieve the learning goals. They are moreengaged in the learning activity and also able to construct the learning information.
SuggestionsThere are some suggestions addressed to the English teachers, eleventh-gradestudents, and materials of writing analytical exposition text developers. (1) Englishteachers are suggested to develop various classroom activities using InformationCommunication and Technology (ICT) in the teaching and learning process. (2) Thestudents are expected to use this product to help them in learning analytical expositiontext. (3) Considering the improvement of the materials of writing analytical expositiontext, the researcher suggests the other researchers add different kinds of writingexercises to give students as much as possible the exercises that help students writinganalytical exposition text. For improving the materials of writing analytical expositiontext, using the "Microsoft PowerPoint" and "Animaker" software to create asupplementary teaching media is suggested. It is an ideal software for the beginner oradvanced user to make any additional teaching media.
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